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Abstract
Dirac materials, because of their small O(meV) band gap, are a promising target for dark photon-
mediated scattering and absorption of light dark matter. In this paper, we characterize the daily
modulation rate of dark matter interacting with a Dirac material due to anisotropies in their crystal
structure. We show that daily modulation is anO(1) fraction of the total rate for dark matter scattering
in the Dirac material ZrTe5. When present, the modulation is dominated by the orientation of the
material’s dielectric tensor with respect to the dark matter wind, and is maximized when the crystal is
oriented such that the dark matter wind is completely aligned with the largest and smallest components
of the dielectric tensor at two different times of the day. Because of the large modulation, any putative
dark matter scattering signal could be rapidly verified or ruled out by changing the orientation of the
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I. INTRODUCTION
The direct detection of dark matter has seen a dramatic broadening of scope beyond the
traditional domains of the search for the Weakly Interacting Massive Particle (WIMP) and the
axion. Both are highly motivated by solving other problems in the SM sector, such as the
hierarchy problem (WIMP) and the strong CP problem (axion). However, the WIMP has been
increasingly constrained by highly sensitive experiments that have searched for new physics at
the weak scale for decades.
At the same time, visible and dark matter may originate from two separate sectors, indepen-
dent of any problems in the SM [1]. The development of the hidden sector paradigm has opened
a fruitful direction in building models of dark matter. Similar to the SM, the lightest particle of
the dark sector may be stable thanks to a gauge or global symmetry. The interactions with the
SM may be only gravitational, or mediated by new forces that interact only very feebly with
the dark and/or visible sectors. However, these feeble interactions with the SM may be crucial
in setting the dark matter abundance, as is typical, for example, in models of MeV dark matter
[2–4], WIMPless miracle DM [5], Asymmetric DM [6, 7], GeV hidden sector dark matter [8–10],
freeze-in DM [11], and Strongly Interacting Massive Particles [12]. In this case, well-motivated
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and clear benchmarks exist to search for dark matter in hidden sectors. Two classic examples
are Asymmetric Dark Matter annihilating its symmetric abundance through the dark photon
[13], as well as dark-photon mediated dark matter produced through a freeze-in process [14, 15].
While there are many well-motivated models, if the mass of the dark matter in the hidden
sector is below approximately a GeV, existing technologies to search for the WIMP through
nuclear recoils are not sensitive to it. However, recent years have seen the development of
many new ideas to detect sub-GeV dark matter (see Ref. [16] for an extensive review). When
the dark matter carries more energy than electronic excitation energies–typically in the 1-10
eV range, corresponding to the kinetic energy of 1-10 MeV dark matter–semiconductor [17–
19] or noble liquid [20] targets developed to search for the WIMP through nuclear recoils
with keV energy deposition can be extended to search instead for valence-to-conduction-band
transitions or ionization. The challenge is to reduce dark counts and increase sensitivity to
energy depositions three orders of magnitude below that needed for WIMPs. This program
is well under way in noble liquid [21] and silicon targets, and is actively being pursued in
collaborations such as SENSEI [22–24], DAMIC [25, 26] and SuperCDMS [27–31].
When the DM mass drops below an MeV, new ideas and targets must be found. This
has been the focus of intense efforts on small gap materials, such as superconductors [32, 33],
graphene [34], and Dirac Materials [35] in the case of electronic excitations, and superfluid
helium [36, 37] and polar materials [38] when the DM couples to nuclei or ions.
In this paper, we will focus on electronic excitations, and in particular dark photon mediated
couplings to electrons in Dirac semimetals. These materials have a small band gap of order
O(1 − 10 meV), allowing to probe keV-MeV mass DM through scattering. Superconductors
are another small gap material that can probe sub-MeV dark matter interacting with the
electromagnetic current via a kinetically mixed dark photon, but in-medium effects have been
shown to have a dramatic effect on the dark matter interaction rate [33]. The large in-medium
effects (or, equivalently, optical response) are a result of the large electron density of states near
the Fermi surface of a metal. Dirac materials were proposed in Ref. [35] as an antidote to this
problem: the optical response of Dirac materials is much smaller than superconductors and more
similar to a semiconductor. At the same time, the presence of states within O(1− 10 meV) of
the Fermi surface gives sensitivity to similarly light DM as for superconductors. An additional
desirable feature is that Dirac materials feature anisotropic Fermi velocities and permittivity
tensor, suggesting that dark matter interaction rates should be dependent on the orientation
of the material with respect to the dark matter wind, inducing a daily modulation. Such a
modulation is a smoking gun signature for dark matter interactions, distinguishing signal from
background.
The goal of this paper is to explore in detail how direct detection signals are affected by
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Dirac materials anisotropies: both the electron Fermi velocities, which dominate the kinematics
of the DM-electron scattering, and the permittivity tensor, which characterizes the strength
of the electron interactions with the dark photon. We find that daily modulation is O(1)
for DM scatterings, while no modulation is present for DM absorption. Since the scattering
rate modulation turns out to be dominated by anisotropies in the crystal dielectric, it can be
maximized orienting the crystal in such a way that the DM wind is completely aligned with
the smallest and largest component of the dielectric tensor at two different times of the day.
Strong anisotropy and daily modulation in sub-MeV dark matter interaction rates are also
a feature of polar materials, as proposed in Ref. [39], though in Dirac Materials the interaction
is with electrons rather than ions. Other proposals for directional detection of DM candi-
dates include using two-dimensional materials like graphene [34] in the case of DM coupling to
electrons; defect production in crystals [40, 41], and nuclear recoils in semiconductors [42].
The outline of this paper is as follows. In the next Section we lay out the formalism for cal-
culating dark matter interactions with in-medium effects. In Sec. III, we define our conventions
for the orientation of the crystal with respect to the DM wind. Then in Secs. IV and V, we
compute the anisotropic absorption and scattering rates. Finally we conclude.
II. DARK MATTER INTERACTIONS WITH IN-MEDIUM EFFECTS
As a benchmark model we consider a dark sector coupled to the Standard Model through a



















where Fµν (F ′µν) is the electromagnetic (dark) field strength, ε the kinetic mixing parameter
and JµEM (DM) the electromagnetic (dark) current that couples to (dark) photons with a coupling
e (gD). The dark photon has a mass mA′ which can be generated either by a dark Higgs or
through the Stueckelberg mechanism (though astrophysical constraints are weakest for the case
of a Stueckelberg dark photon). In the vacuum, the propagating photon (found by diagonalizing
the kinetic term in Eq. (1)) is A˜µ = Aµ − εA′µ. In this basis the dark photon mass eigenstate
A′ couples to the electromagnetic current with a strength eε.
Because of this coupling, the propagation of a dark photon in optically responsive media is
modified. Specifically, including in-medium effects, we can write down the effective Lagrangian
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where the in-medium polarization tensor is defined as Πµν ≡ ie2〈JµEMJνEM〉, and the equation
of motion has been used to derive the last line. In the familiar case of isotropic materials, the








L, with L and +,− the














One then finds that transverse and longitudinal dark photons remain decoupled during their
propagation in the medium and interact with the electromagnetic current with reduced cou-
plings [33]:
L ⊃ εe q
2





In the case of anisotropic materials, the polarization tensor cannot be decomposed into a
longitudinal and a transverse component. This induces a mixing between longitudinal and
transverse polarizations that can be parametrized in terms of a symmetric 3×3 mixing matrix,
K, defined as
KAB ≡ (µA)?ΠµννB, (6)
with A and B running over longitudinal and transverse polarizations. It is therefore useful to
choose a basis, µi=1,2,3, for the physical polarizations that is not mixed by in-medium propa-












 with S−1KS = diag(pi1(q), pi2(q), pi3(q)) . (7)
























































One then finds that the propagating dark photons A¯′i couple to the electromagnetic current as:
L ⊃ εe q
2





Thus we see that in the anisotropic case the role of ΠL,T is played by the mixing matrix
eigenvalues pii.





pii − q2 (12)
where q = (ω,q) is the four-momentum transfer and Pi is the projector operator on the direction
of the i-th polarization. In order to compute the eigenvalues of the mixing matrix, we relate
its components to the optical properties of the medium (see appendix A for details):
KLL = q2 (1− qˆ ·  · qˆ) KL± = −ωq qˆ ·  · ˆ± K±± = ω2 (1− ˆ∓ ·  · ˆ±) (13)
where  is the dielectric tensor.1
From Eq. (13), it is clear that in the scattering limit (|q2| ∼ q2  ω2) the mixing matrix is
dominated by the KLL component. Therefore, for DM scattering there is a negligible mixing
between longitudinal and transverse polarizations, and the rate is dominated by the longitudinal
degrees of freedom whose in-medium propagator is given by
Gµν =
P µνL
q2(qˆ ·  · qˆ) . (14)
Conversely, in the absorption limit, all components of the mixing matrix are of the same
order. Hence in-medium propagation gives rise to a sizable mixing. Therefore, to study DM
absorption we need to work in the basis defined in Eq. (7) and use the general in-medium
propagator given in Eq. (12).
III. PRELIMINARIES: DARK MATTER WIND
The effects we are considering arise because the DM velocity with respect to the detector
changes as the Earth rotates around its axis, see Fig. 1. There are two kinds of effects. The
1 We will neglect the ion contribution to the dielectric tensor since it is expected to be sub-leading compared
to the electronic one.
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<latexit sha1_base64="eiFKczBVQ1mozkboE+Ln4a+j c6I=">AAAB/3icbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTZCQBmJhjJI5CElVrS+bMIpd7a5WyNFVgq+ghYqOkTLp1DwLzjGB SRMNZrZ1c5OECtpyXU/naXlldW19dJGeXNre2e3srffslFiBDZFpCLTCcCikiE2SZLCTmwQdKCwHYyvZn77AY2VUXhL kxh9DaNQDqUAyiQ/7RnNhZlYAjXtV6puzc3BF4lXkCor0OhXvnqDSCQaQxIKrO16bkx+CoakUDgt9xKLMYgxjLCb0RA 0Wj/NQ0/5cWKBIh6j4VLxXMTfGyloayc6yCY10J2d92bif143oeGln8owTghDMTtEUmF+yAojszaQD6RBIpglRy5DLs AAERrJQYhMTLJ6ylkf3vz3i6R1WvPcmndzVq2fF82U2CE7YifMYxeszq5ZgzWZYPfsiT2zF+fReXXenPef0SWn2Dlgf +B8fAPytJbK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eiFKczBVQ1mozkboE+Ln4a+j c6I=">AAAB/3icbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTZCQBmJhjJI5CElVrS+bMIpd7a5WyNFVgq+ghYqOkTLp1DwLzjGB SRMNZrZ1c5OECtpyXU/naXlldW19dJGeXNre2e3srffslFiBDZFpCLTCcCikiE2SZLCTmwQdKCwHYyvZn77AY2VUXhL kxh9DaNQDqUAyiQ/7RnNhZlYAjXtV6puzc3BF4lXkCor0OhXvnqDSCQaQxIKrO16bkx+CoakUDgt9xKLMYgxjLCb0RA 0Wj/NQ0/5cWKBIh6j4VLxXMTfGyloayc6yCY10J2d92bif143oeGln8owTghDMTtEUmF+yAojszaQD6RBIpglRy5DLs AAERrJQYhMTLJ6ylkf3vz3i6R1WvPcmndzVq2fF82U2CE7YifMYxeszq5ZgzWZYPfsiT2zF+fReXXenPef0SWn2Dlgf +B8fAPytJbK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eiFKczBVQ1mozkboE+Ln4a+j c6I=">AAAB/3icbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTZCQBmJhjJI5CElVrS+bMIpd7a5WyNFVgq+ghYqOkTLp1DwLzjGB SRMNZrZ1c5OECtpyXU/naXlldW19dJGeXNre2e3srffslFiBDZFpCLTCcCikiE2SZLCTmwQdKCwHYyvZn77AY2VUXhL kxh9DaNQDqUAyiQ/7RnNhZlYAjXtV6puzc3BF4lXkCor0OhXvnqDSCQaQxIKrO16bkx+CoakUDgt9xKLMYgxjLCb0RA 0Wj/NQ0/5cWKBIh6j4VLxXMTfGyloayc6yCY10J2d92bif143oeGln8owTghDMTtEUmF+yAojszaQD6RBIpglRy5DLs AAERrJQYhMTLJ6ylkf3vz3i6R1WvPcmndzVq2fF82U2CE7YifMYxeszq5ZgzWZYPfsiT2zF+fReXXenPef0SWn2Dlgf +B8fAPytJbK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eiFKczBVQ1mozkboE+Ln4a+j c6I=">AAAB/3icbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTZCQBmJhjJI5CElVrS+bMIpd7a5WyNFVgq+ghYqOkTLp1DwLzjGB SRMNZrZ1c5OECtpyXU/naXlldW19dJGeXNre2e3srffslFiBDZFpCLTCcCikiE2SZLCTmwQdKCwHYyvZn77AY2VUXhL kxh9DaNQDqUAyiQ/7RnNhZlYAjXtV6puzc3BF4lXkCor0OhXvnqDSCQaQxIKrO16bkx+CoakUDgt9xKLMYgxjLCb0RA 0Wj/NQ0/5cWKBIh6j4VLxXMTfGyloayc6yCY10J2d92bif143oeGln8owTghDMTtEUmF+yAojszaQD6RBIpglRy5DLs AAERrJQYhMTLJ6ylkf3vz3i6R1WvPcmndzVq2fF82U2CE7YifMYxeszq5ZgzWZYPfsiT2zF+fReXXenPef0SWn2Dlgf +B8fAPytJbK</latexit>
z axis
<latexit sha1_base64="L+nTHHTBtwA+ivUuw2loxBZ5 zo4=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESHRENkIAWUkGsogkYcUW9H6sgmnnB+6WyOCFYmvoIWKDtHyKxT8C3ZwA QlTjWZ2tbPjx0oasu1Pa2FxaXlltbRWXt/Y3Nqu7Oy2TJRogU0RqUh3fDCoZIhNkqSwE2uEwFfY9keXud++Q21kFN7Q OEYvgGEoB1IAZZL7kLo64MdwL82kV6naNXsKPk+cglRZgUav8uX2I5EEGJJQYEzXsWPyUtAkhcJJ2U0MxiBGMMRuRkM I0HjpNPOEHyYGKOIxai4Vn4r4eyOFwJhx4GeTAdCtmfVy8T+vm9DgwktlGCeEocgPkVQ4PWSEllkZyPtSIxHkyZHLkA vQQIRachAiE5OsnXLWhzP7/TxpndQcu+Zcn1brZ0UzJbbPDtgRc9g5q7Mr1mBNJljMntgze7EerVfrzXr/GV2wip099 gfWxzfFdpYa</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L+nTHHTBtwA+ivUuw2loxBZ5 zo4=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESHRENkIAWUkGsogkYcUW9H6sgmnnB+6WyOCFYmvoIWKDtHyKxT8C3ZwA QlTjWZ2tbPjx0oasu1Pa2FxaXlltbRWXt/Y3Nqu7Oy2TJRogU0RqUh3fDCoZIhNkqSwE2uEwFfY9keXud++Q21kFN7Q OEYvgGEoB1IAZZL7kLo64MdwL82kV6naNXsKPk+cglRZgUav8uX2I5EEGJJQYEzXsWPyUtAkhcJJ2U0MxiBGMMRuRkM I0HjpNPOEHyYGKOIxai4Vn4r4eyOFwJhx4GeTAdCtmfVy8T+vm9DgwktlGCeEocgPkVQ4PWSEllkZyPtSIxHkyZHLkA vQQIRachAiE5OsnXLWhzP7/TxpndQcu+Zcn1brZ0UzJbbPDtgRc9g5q7Mr1mBNJljMntgze7EerVfrzXr/GV2wip099 gfWxzfFdpYa</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L+nTHHTBtwA+ivUuw2loxBZ5 zo4=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESHRENkIAWUkGsogkYcUW9H6sgmnnB+6WyOCFYmvoIWKDtHyKxT8C3ZwA QlTjWZ2tbPjx0oasu1Pa2FxaXlltbRWXt/Y3Nqu7Oy2TJRogU0RqUh3fDCoZIhNkqSwE2uEwFfY9keXud++Q21kFN7Q OEYvgGEoB1IAZZL7kLo64MdwL82kV6naNXsKPk+cglRZgUav8uX2I5EEGJJQYEzXsWPyUtAkhcJJ2U0MxiBGMMRuRkM I0HjpNPOEHyYGKOIxai4Vn4r4eyOFwJhx4GeTAdCtmfVy8T+vm9DgwktlGCeEocgPkVQ4PWSEllkZyPtSIxHkyZHLkA vQQIRachAiE5OsnXLWhzP7/TxpndQcu+Zcn1brZ0UzJbbPDtgRc9g5q7Mr1mBNJljMntgze7EerVfrzXr/GV2wip099 gfWxzfFdpYa</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L+nTHHTBtwA+ivUuw2loxBZ5 zo4=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoKQ5ESHRENkIAWUkGsogkYcUW9H6sgmnnB+6WyOCFYmvoIWKDtHyKxT8C3ZwA QlTjWZ2tbPjx0oasu1Pa2FxaXlltbRWXt/Y3Nqu7Oy2TJRogU0RqUh3fDCoZIhNkqSwE2uEwFfY9keXud++Q21kFN7Q OEYvgGEoB1IAZZL7kLo64MdwL82kV6naNXsKPk+cglRZgUav8uX2I5EEGJJQYEzXsWPyUtAkhcJJ2U0MxiBGMMRuRkM I0HjpNPOEHyYGKOIxai4Vn4r4eyOFwJhx4GeTAdCtmfVy8T+vm9DgwktlGCeEocgPkVQ4PWSEllkZyPtSIxHkyZHLkA vQQIRachAiE5OsnXLWhzP7/TxpndQcu+Zcn1brZ0UzJbbPDtgRc9g5q7Mr1mBNJljMntgze7EerVfrzXr/GV2wip099 gfWxzfFdpYa</latexit>
t = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="FykfVh8EGafe2dktb3LF+5DfqWQ=">AAAB93i cbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E1EYI2FhG8JJAcoS9zSQu2ftgd04IR36DrVZ2YuvPsfC/eHdeoYmverw3w7x5fqykIdv+tCorq2vrG9XN2tb2zu5ef f+gY6JEC3RFpCLd87lBJUN0SZLCXqyRB77Crj+9yf3uI2ojo/CeZjF6AZ+EciwFp0xyiV0ze1hv2E27AFsmTkkaUKI9rH8NRpFIAgxJKG5M37Fj8lKuSQ qF89ogMRhzMeUT7Gc05AEaLy3CztlJYjhFLEbNpGKFiL83Uh4YMwv8bDLg9GAWvVz8z+snNL7yUhnGCWEo8kMkFRaHjNAyawHZSGok4nlyZDJkgmtOhFoy LkQmJlkttawPZ/H7ZdI5azp207k7b7QuymaqcATHcAoOXEILbqENLgiQ8ATP8GLNrFfrzXr/Ga1Y5c4h/IH18Q0hBJJG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FykfVh8EGafe2dktb3LF+5DfqWQ=">AAAB93i cbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E1EYI2FhG8JJAcoS9zSQu2ftgd04IR36DrVZ2YuvPsfC/eHdeoYmverw3w7x5fqykIdv+tCorq2vrG9XN2tb2zu5ef f+gY6JEC3RFpCLd87lBJUN0SZLCXqyRB77Crj+9yf3uI2ojo/CeZjF6AZ+EciwFp0xyiV0ze1hv2E27AFsmTkkaUKI9rH8NRpFIAgxJKG5M37Fj8lKuSQ qF89ogMRhzMeUT7Gc05AEaLy3CztlJYjhFLEbNpGKFiL83Uh4YMwv8bDLg9GAWvVz8z+snNL7yUhnGCWEo8kMkFRaHjNAyawHZSGok4nlyZDJkgmtOhFoy LkQmJlkttawPZ/H7ZdI5azp207k7b7QuymaqcATHcAoOXEILbqENLgiQ8ATP8GLNrFfrzXr/Ga1Y5c4h/IH18Q0hBJJG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FykfVh8EGafe2dktb3LF+5DfqWQ=">AAAB93i cbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E1EYI2FhG8JJAcoS9zSQu2ftgd04IR36DrVZ2YuvPsfC/eHdeoYmverw3w7x5fqykIdv+tCorq2vrG9XN2tb2zu5ef f+gY6JEC3RFpCLd87lBJUN0SZLCXqyRB77Crj+9yf3uI2ojo/CeZjF6AZ+EciwFp0xyiV0ze1hv2E27AFsmTkkaUKI9rH8NRpFIAgxJKG5M37Fj8lKuSQ qF89ogMRhzMeUT7Gc05AEaLy3CztlJYjhFLEbNpGKFiL83Uh4YMwv8bDLg9GAWvVz8z+snNL7yUhnGCWEo8kMkFRaHjNAyawHZSGok4nlyZDJkgmtOhFoy LkQmJlkttawPZ/H7ZdI5azp207k7b7QuymaqcATHcAoOXEILbqENLgiQ8ATP8GLNrFfrzXr/Ga1Y5c4h/IH18Q0hBJJG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FykfVh8EGafe2dktb3LF+5DfqWQ=">AAAB93i cbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E1EYI2FhG8JJAcoS9zSQu2ftgd04IR36DrVZ2YuvPsfC/eHdeoYmverw3w7x5fqykIdv+tCorq2vrG9XN2tb2zu5ef f+gY6JEC3RFpCLd87lBJUN0SZLCXqyRB77Crj+9yf3uI2ojo/CeZjF6AZ+EciwFp0xyiV0ze1hv2E27AFsmTkkaUKI9rH8NRpFIAgxJKG5M37Fj8lKuSQ qF89ogMRhzMeUT7Gc05AEaLy3CztlJYjhFLEbNpGKFiL83Uh4YMwv8bDLg9GAWvVz8z+snNL7yUhnGCWEo8kMkFRaHjNAyawHZSGok4nlyZDJkgmtOhFoy LkQmJlkttawPZ/H7ZdI5azp207k7b7QuymaqcATHcAoOXEILbqENLgiQ8ATP8GLNrFfrzXr/Ga1Y5c4h/IH18Q0hBJJG</latexit>
t = 1/2 day
<latexit sha1_base64="sArTlKCJZIU ZVTYSV66yDVVy/mk=">AAACBnicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfMR69DAbBU9wNooIIAS8eI5g HZEPonXTikNkHM71iWHL3K7zqyZt49Tc8+C9u4h40sU5FVTddXV6kpCHb/rRyS8sr q2v59cLG5tb2TnG31DRhrAU2RKhC3fbAoJIBNkiSwnakEXxPYcsbXU391j1qI8Pgl sYRdn0YBnIgBVAq9Yol4pfcOa66F4mrfd6H8aRXLNsVewa+SJyMlFmGeq/45fZDEfs YkFBgTMexI+omoEkKhZOCGxuMQIxgiJ2UBuCj6Saz7BN+GBugkEeouVR8JuLvjQR8 Y8a+l076QHdm3puK/3mdmAbn3UQGUUwYiOkhkgpnh4zQMi0FeV9qJIJpcuQy4AI0EK GWHIRIxThtqZD24cx/v0ia1YpjV5ybk3LtNGsmz/bZATtiDjtjNXbN6qzBBHtgT+y ZvViP1qv1Zr3/jOasbGeP/YH18Q21/peD</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sArTlKCJZIU ZVTYSV66yDVVy/mk=">AAACBnicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfMR69DAbBU9wNooIIAS8eI5g HZEPonXTikNkHM71iWHL3K7zqyZt49Tc8+C9u4h40sU5FVTddXV6kpCHb/rRyS8sr q2v59cLG5tb2TnG31DRhrAU2RKhC3fbAoJIBNkiSwnakEXxPYcsbXU391j1qI8Pgl sYRdn0YBnIgBVAq9Yol4pfcOa66F4mrfd6H8aRXLNsVewa+SJyMlFmGeq/45fZDEfs YkFBgTMexI+omoEkKhZOCGxuMQIxgiJ2UBuCj6Saz7BN+GBugkEeouVR8JuLvjQR8 Y8a+l076QHdm3puK/3mdmAbn3UQGUUwYiOkhkgpnh4zQMi0FeV9qJIJpcuQy4AI0EK GWHIRIxThtqZD24cx/v0ia1YpjV5ybk3LtNGsmz/bZATtiDjtjNXbN6qzBBHtgT+y ZvViP1qv1Zr3/jOasbGeP/YH18Q21/peD</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sArTlKCJZIU ZVTYSV66yDVVy/mk=">AAACBnicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfMR69DAbBU9wNooIIAS8eI5g HZEPonXTikNkHM71iWHL3K7zqyZt49Tc8+C9u4h40sU5FVTddXV6kpCHb/rRyS8sr q2v59cLG5tb2TnG31DRhrAU2RKhC3fbAoJIBNkiSwnakEXxPYcsbXU391j1qI8Pgl sYRdn0YBnIgBVAq9Yol4pfcOa66F4mrfd6H8aRXLNsVewa+SJyMlFmGeq/45fZDEfs YkFBgTMexI+omoEkKhZOCGxuMQIxgiJ2UBuCj6Saz7BN+GBugkEeouVR8JuLvjQR8 Y8a+l076QHdm3puK/3mdmAbn3UQGUUwYiOkhkgpnh4zQMi0FeV9qJIJpcuQy4AI0EK GWHIRIxThtqZD24cx/v0ia1YpjV5ybk3LtNGsmz/bZATtiDjtjNXbN6qzBBHtgT+y ZvViP1qv1Zr3/jOasbGeP/YH18Q21/peD</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sArTlKCJZIU ZVTYSV66yDVVy/mk=">AAACBnicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfMR69DAbBU9wNooIIAS8eI5g HZEPonXTikNkHM71iWHL3K7zqyZt49Tc8+C9u4h40sU5FVTddXV6kpCHb/rRyS8sr q2v59cLG5tb2TnG31DRhrAU2RKhC3fbAoJIBNkiSwnakEXxPYcsbXU391j1qI8Pgl sYRdn0YBnIgBVAq9Yol4pfcOa66F4mrfd6H8aRXLNsVewa+SJyMlFmGeq/45fZDEfs YkFBgTMexI+omoEkKhZOCGxuMQIxgiJ2UBuCj6Saz7BN+GBugkEeouVR8JuLvjQR8 Y8a+l076QHdm3puK/3mdmAbn3UQGUUwYiOkhkgpnh4zQMi0FeV9qJIJpcuQy4AI0EK GWHIRIxThtqZD24cx/v0ia1YpjV5ybk3LtNGsmz/bZATtiDjtjNXbN6qzBBHtgT+y ZvViP1qv1Zr3/jOasbGeP/YH18Q21/peD</latexit>
crystal
<latexit sha1_base64="e iFKczBVQ1mozkboE+Ln4a+jc6I=">AAAB/3icbVC7TsNAE DzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTZCQBmJhjJI5CElVrS+bMIpd7a5Wy NFVgq+ghYqOkTLp1DwLzjGBSRMNZrZ1c5OECtpyXU/naXl ldW19dJGeXNre2e3srffslFiBDZFpCLTCcCikiE2SZLCT mwQdKCwHYyvZn77AY2VUXhLkxh9DaNQDqUAyiQ/7RnNhZl YAjXtV6puzc3BF4lXkCor0OhXvnqDSCQaQxIKrO16bkx+ CoakUDgt9xKLMYgxjLCb0RA0Wj/NQ0/5cWKBIh6j4VLxXM TfGyloayc6yCY10J2d92bif143oeGln8owTghDMTtEUmF +yAojszaQD6RBIpglRy5DLsAAERrJQYhMTLJ6ylkf3vz3i 6R1WvPcmndzVq2fF82U2CE7YifMYxeszq5ZgzWZYPfsiT 2zF+fReXXenPef0SWn2Dlgf+B8fAPytJbK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e iFKczBVQ1mozkboE+Ln4a+jc6I=">AAAB/3icbVC7TsNAE DzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTZCQBmJhjJI5CElVrS+bMIpd7a5Wy NFVgq+ghYqOkTLp1DwLzjGBSRMNZrZ1c5OECtpyXU/naXl ldW19dJGeXNre2e3srffslFiBDZFpCLTCcCikiE2SZLCT mwQdKCwHYyvZn77AY2VUXhLkxh9DaNQDqUAyiQ/7RnNhZl YAjXtV6puzc3BF4lXkCor0OhXvnqDSCQaQxIKrO16bkx+ CoakUDgt9xKLMYgxjLCb0RA0Wj/NQ0/5cWKBIh6j4VLxXM TfGyloayc6yCY10J2d92bif143oeGln8owTghDMTtEUmF +yAojszaQD6RBIpglRy5DLsAAERrJQYhMTLJ6ylkf3vz3i 6R1WvPcmndzVq2fF82U2CE7YifMYxeszq5ZgzWZYPfsiT 2zF+fReXXenPef0SWn2Dlgf+B8fAPytJbK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e iFKczBVQ1mozkboE+Ln4a+jc6I=">AAAB/3icbVC7TsNAE DzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTZCQBmJhjJI5CElVrS+bMIpd7a5Wy NFVgq+ghYqOkTLp1DwLzjGBSRMNZrZ1c5OECtpyXU/naXl ldW19dJGeXNre2e3srffslFiBDZFpCLTCcCikiE2SZLCT mwQdKCwHYyvZn77AY2VUXhLkxh9DaNQDqUAyiQ/7RnNhZl YAjXtV6puzc3BF4lXkCor0OhXvnqDSCQaQxIKrO16bkx+ CoakUDgt9xKLMYgxjLCb0RA0Wj/NQ0/5cWKBIh6j4VLxXM TfGyloayc6yCY10J2d92bif143oeGln8owTghDMTtEUmF +yAojszaQD6RBIpglRy5DLsAAERrJQYhMTLJ6ylkf3vz3i 6R1WvPcmndzVq2fF82U2CE7YifMYxeszq5ZgzWZYPfsiT 2zF+fReXXenPef0SWn2Dlgf+B8fAPytJbK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e iFKczBVQ1mozkboE+Ln4a+jc6I=">AAAB/3icbVC7TsNAE DzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRTZCQBmJhjJI5CElVrS+bMIpd7a5Wy NFVgq+ghYqOkTLp1DwLzjGBSRMNZrZ1c5OECtpyXU/naXl ldW19dJGeXNre2e3srffslFiBDZFpCLTCcCikiE2SZLCT mwQdKCwHYyvZn77AY2VUXhLkxh9DaNQDqUAyiQ/7RnNhZl YAjXtV6puzc3BF4lXkCor0OhXvnqDSCQaQxIKrO16bkx+ CoakUDgt9xKLMYgxjLCb0RA0Wj/NQ0/5cWKBIh6j4VLxXM TfGyloayc6yCY10J2d92bif143oeGln8owTghDMTtEUmF +yAojszaQD6RBIpglRy5DLsAAERrJQYhMTLJ6ylkf3vz3i 6R1WvPcmndzVq2fF82U2CE7YifMYxeszq5ZgzWZYPfsiT 2zF+fReXXenPef0SWn2Dlgf+B8fAPytJbK</latexit>
z axis
<latexit sha1_base64="L +nTHHTBtwA+ivUuw2loxBZ5zo4=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAE DzzDOEVoKQ5ESHRENkIAWUkGsogkYcUW9H6sgmnnB+6Wy OCFYmvoIWKDtHyKxT8C3ZwAQlTjWZ2tbPjx0oasu1Pa2Fx aXlltbRWXt/Y3Nqu7Oy2TJRogU0RqUh3fDCoZIhNkqSwE 2uEwFfY9keXud++Q21kFN7QOEYvgGEoB1IAZZL7kLo64Md wL82kV6naNXsKPk+cglRZgUav8uX2I5EEGJJQYEzXsWPy UtAkhcJJ2U0MxiBGMMRuRkMI0HjpNPOEHyYGKOIxai4Vn4 r4eyOFwJhx4GeTAdCtmfVy8T+vm9DgwktlGCeEocgPkVQ 4PWSEllkZyPtSIxHkyZHLkAvQQIRachAiE5OsnXLWhzP7/ TxpndQcu+Zcn1brZ0UzJbbPDtgRc9g5q7Mr1mBNJljMnt gze7EerVfrzXr/GV2wip099gfWxzfFdpYa</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L +nTHHTBtwA+ivUuw2loxBZ5zo4=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAE DzzDOEVoKQ5ESHRENkIAWUkGsogkYcUW9H6sgmnnB+6Wy OCFYmvoIWKDtHyKxT8C3ZwAQlTjWZ2tbPjx0oasu1Pa2Fx aXlltbRWXt/Y3Nqu7Oy2TJRogU0RqUh3fDCoZIhNkqSwE 2uEwFfY9keXud++Q21kFN7QOEYvgGEoB1IAZZL7kLo64Md wL82kV6naNXsKPk+cglRZgUav8uX2I5EEGJJQYEzXsWPy UtAkhcJJ2U0MxiBGMMRuRkMI0HjpNPOEHyYGKOIxai4Vn4 r4eyOFwJhx4GeTAdCtmfVy8T+vm9DgwktlGCeEocgPkVQ 4PWSEllkZyPtSIxHkyZHLkAvQQIRachAiE5OsnXLWhzP7/ TxpndQcu+Zcn1brZ0UzJbbPDtgRc9g5q7Mr1mBNJljMnt gze7EerVfrzXr/GV2wip099gfWxzfFdpYa</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L +nTHHTBtwA+ivUuw2loxBZ5zo4=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAE DzzDOEVoKQ5ESHRENkIAWUkGsogkYcUW9H6sgmnnB+6Wy OCFYmvoIWKDtHyKxT8C3ZwAQlTjWZ2tbPjx0oasu1Pa2Fx aXlltbRWXt/Y3Nqu7Oy2TJRogU0RqUh3fDCoZIhNkqSwE 2uEwFfY9keXud++Q21kFN7QOEYvgGEoB1IAZZL7kLo64Md wL82kV6naNXsKPk+cglRZgUav8uX2I5EEGJJQYEzXsWPy UtAkhcJJ2U0MxiBGMMRuRkMI0HjpNPOEHyYGKOIxai4Vn4 r4eyOFwJhx4GeTAdCtmfVy8T+vm9DgwktlGCeEocgPkVQ 4PWSEllkZyPtSIxHkyZHLkAvQQIRachAiE5OsnXLWhzP7/ TxpndQcu+Zcn1brZ0UzJbbPDtgRc9g5q7Mr1mBNJljMnt gze7EerVfrzXr/GV2wip099gfWxzfFdpYa</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L +nTHHTBtwA+ivUuw2loxBZ5zo4=">AAAB/nicbVC7TsNAE DzzDOEVoKQ5ESHRENkIAWUkGsogkYcUW9H6sgmnnB+6Wy OCFYmvoIWKDtHyKxT8C3ZwAQlTjWZ2tbPjx0oasu1Pa2Fx aXlltbRWXt/Y3Nqu7Oy2TJRogU0RqUh3fDCoZIhNkqSwE 2uEwFfY9keXud++Q21kFN7QOEYvgGEoB1IAZZL7kLo64Md wL82kV6naNXsKPk+cglRZgUav8uX2I5EEGJJQYEzXsWPy UtAkhcJJ2U0MxiBGMMRuRkMI0HjpNPOEHyYGKOIxai4Vn4 r4eyOFwJhx4GeTAdCtmfVy8T+vm9DgwktlGCeEocgPkVQ 4PWSEllkZyPtSIxHkyZHLkAvQQIRachAiE5OsnXLWhzP7/ TxpndQcu+Zcn1brZ0UzJbbPDtgRc9g5q7Mr1mBNJljMnt gze7EerVfrzXr/GV2wip099gfWxzfFdpYa</latexit> Earth0s
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FIG. 1. Orientation setup of the experimental apparatus. At t = 0 the z-axis of the crystal is aligned
with the Earth’s velocity (which is approximately in the direction of Cygnus). With this choice for the
crystal orientation, the modulation of the signal is independent of the position of the laboratory.
first is kinematic, where the flux of DM particles in the kinematic configuration that can excite
a response in the target changes on a daily basis. This effect is dominated by the anisotropy
of the Fermi velocity in the material. The second is due to the size of the matrix element,
as shown for example in Eq. (14), where the direction of the momentum transfer (typically
oriented along the DM wind) changes with respect to the anisotropic dielectric tensor . We
will detail these effects separately for both absorption and scattering below.
But before moving to the results we summarize here our conventions for the DM velocity
distribution and the orientation of the DM wind in the crystal rest frame, using a set-up
similar to Ref. [39]. For the velocity distribution in the galactic rest frame, fgal(v), we assume
a Maxwellian form, with velocity dispersion v0 = 220 Km/ s, truncated at vesc = 500 Km/ s.
The velocity distribution in the laboratory frame is related to the one in the galactic frame by










Θ(vesc − |v + ve|) , (15)
where ve(t) is the Earth’s velocity with respect to the DM rest frame due to its revolution


















Parameter Value for ZrTe5 (th.) Value for ZrTe5 (exp.)
Re(xx, yy, zz) (187.5, 9.8, 90.9)
(vF,x, vF,y, vF,z) (2.9, 0.5, 2.1) · 10−3 (1.3, 0.65, 1.6) · 10−3





ρT 6.1 g/ cm
3
ne 8.3× 1023 e−/kg
TABLE I. Theoretical and experimental values of the material parameters for ZrTe5 [35]. Theoretical
(experimental) values are used for the curves labeled “th” (“exp”) in plots throughout this paper. For
the parameters that were not obtained experimentally, theoretical values are used for both cases.
The net effect of the Earth’s revolution is to induce a DM wind oriented in the opposite direction
of ve in the laboratory reference frame. The orientation of ve, and therefore of the DM wind,
relative to the crystal changes due to the rotation of the Earth. Choosing the crystal orientation
such that at t = 0 the z-axis in the crystal frame is aligned with the Earth’s velocity the explicit
form of ve is:
ve = |ve|
 sin θe sinφsin θe cos θe (cosφ− 1)
cos2 θe + sin
2 θe cosφ
 (17)
where |ve| ≈ 240 Km/ s, φ = 2pi × t/24 h is the angle parametrizing the rotation of the Earth
around its axis and θe ≈ 42◦ is the angle between the Earth’s rotation axis and the direction
of its velocity (see Fig. 1 for an illustration of the orientation setup).
IV. ABSORPTION IN ANISOTROPIC DIRAC MATERIALS
The DM absorption rate per unit time and detector mass is given by:
Rabs =
∫
d3v flab(v, t)Rabs(ω,q) (18)
where flab(v, t) is the DM velocity distribution in the laboratory frame, as defined in the









where ρT is the mass density of the target, nT the number of target particles, σabs(ω,q) the cross
section for DM absorption by the target and vrel the relative velocity between the target and
the DM. For DM absorption, the energy transfer is uniquely fixed by the DM mass (ω = mχ)
and the momentum transfer is equal to the DM momentum (q = mχv).
To derive the absorption rate of dark photons we start by considering the one of ordinary
















where µi are the polarization vectors that diagonalize the polarization tensor and pii(q) the
corresponding eigenvalues (as discussed in Sec. II). From Eq. (11), we see that the effective
mixing between ordinary and dark photons is given by
ε2eff,i =
ε2m4A′
[m2A′ − Re pii(q)]2 + [Im pii(q)]2
(21)














where the 1/3 comes from the average over dark photon polarizations. The functional form of
pii, for the absorption limit (ω  |q|), can be computed for a specific orientation of q. This is
possible because the mixing matrices, K and K′, for two different orientations of the momentum
transfer, q and q′, are related by a similarity transformation (i.e. K′ = RTKR where R is a
3-by-3 matrix such that q′ = Rq) and therefore have the same eigenvalues. Hence, choosing
for example q ‖ zˆ, we find that the functional form of the three pii for the absorption case is
given by:
pii = ω
2(1− ii) , (23)













As discussed in Appendix B, since for ω . ΛvF the imaginary part of the dielectric receives
contributions only from excitations close to the Dirac point, Im[] can be computed using the
analytic electron wave functions provided in [35]. For what concerns the real part, we need to
resort to a DFT calculation whose results are shown in Table I. Note this is in distinction to








FIG. 2. Projected reach for the absorption of a kinetically mixed dark photon with a kinetic mixing
parameter ε and a mass mA′. We show the 95% C.L. sensitivity (3 events) that can be obtained with
1 kg-year exposure of a Dirac material with the (where available, experimental) properties of ZrTe5
shown in Table I but with a band gap of 2.5 meV (solid red), 7.5 meV (solid blue) and 11.75 meV (solid
purple). For comparison we also show the sensitivity of a superconductor with a 1 meV threshold (black
line) [33], sapphire (Al2O3) with a 1 meV threshold (orange) taken as reference for polar materials
[39], and two-phonon excitations in germanium (dotted red) and silicon (dotted blue) semiconductors
[43]. The gray shaded region is excluded by stellar emission constraints [44, 45]. The plot is cut at
mA′ = 160 meV, which is the largest energy deposit consistent with the linear energy dispersion relation.
rate. This underestimates  because the analytic calculation, including only states near the
Dirac point, does not give the contribution of the full electronic response. In Fig. 2 we show
the projected reach for a ZrTe5 target with a gap of 2.5 meV and 7.5 meV, and we compare it
with the reach of polar materials [39], superconducting [33] and semiconducting targets [43].
The Dirac material reach shown here is almost one order of magnitude smaller than previously
claimed in references [35] and [46] because of their underestimate of . We summarize in more
detail in Appendix C the differences between the present calculation and those that appeared
previously.
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V. SCATTERING IN ANISOTROPIC DIRAC MATERIALS
We will characterize the dark matter interaction rate in terms of the target response (the
so-called dynamic structure factor S(q, ω)), the dark matter velocity phase space characterized
by the DM velocity distribution fgal(~v), and the nature of the mediator (massless or massive).
Then we have the rate to scatter from the valence band of the crystal (−, momentum k) to the



















2 − (mχv − q)
2
2mχ




is the energy deposition, and the dynamic structure factor S(q, ω) is
S(q, ω) = 2pi
(
q2











δ3(q− (k′ − k))δ(∆Ek,k′ − ω) , (27)
where V is the volume of the crystal, and the energy splitting from valence to conduction band
near the Dirac point is
∆Ek,k′ =
√
k˜2 + ∆2 +
√
k˜′2 + ∆2 =
√
k˜2 + ∆2 +
√
(k˜ + q˜)2 + ∆2 , (28)
with k˜ = (vFxkx, vFyky, vFzkz).






and Fmed(|q|) incorporates the momentum dependence in the scattering cross-section,
Fmed(|q|) = q20/|q|2, q0 = αme. (30)
Because ω depends on q · v, the energy conserving delta function can be used to evaluate the
velocity integral as proposed in Ref. [39]:∫






] ≡ g(q,∆Ek,k′), (31)
where N0 is a normalization constant defined in Eq. (16), and
v− = min
{∣∣∣∣q · ve + q2/2mχ + ∆E|q|
∣∣∣∣ , vesc} (32)
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FIG. 3. Projected reach of dark matter scattering in Dirac material for a background-free 95% C.L.
sensitivity (3 events) assuming a 1 kg-year exposure of ZrTe5 with band gaps of 2.5 meV (red line),
7.5 meV (blue line) and 11.75 meV (purple line). For ZrTe5 curves, “Th” indicates the use of theoreti-
cal parameters, and “Exp” indicates the use of experimental parameters (See Table I). For comparison,
we show the respective reaches of superconductors with a 1 meV threshold (black line) [33] and sap-
phire (Al2O3) with a 1 meV threshold (orange line) [38]. The thick orange line indicates the region of
parameter space where the freeze-in production results in the correct dark matter relic abundance, as
computed in Ref. [15]. Shaded regions are bounds from red giants, white dwarfs, big bang nucleosynthe-
sis and supernovae, and are derived from millicharged particle limits [19, 47]. The dashed line is the
self interacting dark matter bound derived from observations of the Bullet Cluster [48].
is the minimum velocity (in the galactic reference frame) that a DM particle should have to
induce a scattering with energy deposition ∆E and momentum transfer q. To obtain the total



























2 |〈f |FT |i〉|2 g(q,∆Ek,k′) (34)
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FIG. 4. Daily modulation of the dark photon mediated scattering rate for ZrTe5 (using theoretical
parameters, see Table I) with a band gap of 2.5 meV (left panel) and 7.5 meV (right panel) for three
different dark matter masses.
with
|〈f |FT |i〉|2 = pig neVuc
(
q2











where Vuc is the volume of the unit cell, ne is the electron density, and g = gsgC is the product
of Dirac cone and spin degeneracies. For future convenience, we labeled two factors in the
Matrix Element
∑
f |〈f |FT |i〉|2 as  and WF factors respectively.
In Fig. 3 we show the projected reach for a ZrTe5 target with gap values of 2.5 meV, 7.5 meV
and 11.75 meV, and we compare it with the one of a superconducting target with 1 meV thresh-
old [49]. Because of the strong optical response of the superconductor [32, 33] compared to
the Dirac Materials, Dirac Materials are far superior in reach. By contrast, polar materials
[38] have a better reach. Note that our results again differ from those presented in [35] and
[46], where the dielectric constant was underestimated by an order of magnitude leading to an
O(102) larger rate; a more detailed discussion of the differences between the present calculation
and previous works is given in Appendix C.
In Fig. 4 we report the daily modulation of the scattering rate for ZrTe5 for different mass and
threshold values. We observe that daily modulation increases for higher masses and thresholds.
Also, the rate is maximized around t = 1/2 day when the DM wind point along the smallest
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FIG. 5. Values of the -factor (left panel), kinematic term (central panel), and WF-factor (right panel)
for different orientation of q in the x-y plane (which is the one presenting the largest anisotropies).
The reported values (which are normalized to its average value) are obtained by taking mχ = 50 keV,
∆ = 2.5 meV, and integrating over the magnitude of q. To disentangle the effect of crystal anisotropies
and Earth motion in the kinematic term, we have varied the orientation of q while keeping the angle
between q and the Earth velocity fixed.
A. Origin of the daily modulation
The crystal anisotropies and the Earth’s motion single out two preferred directions for the
momentum transfer. The relative orientation of these directions changes during the day because
of Earth’s rotation giving rise to a daily modulation. Specifically, when these two directions
coincide we have a maximum of the scattering rate and vice versa.
Crystal anisotropies affects the rate in two ways. First, they appear through the anisotropy
in the Fermi velocity; the kinematics prefers the momentum transfer to be anti-aligned with
the direction of the smallest Fermi velocity, in order to increase the available phase space. We
refer to this as a kinematic effect. And second they affect the magnitude of the scattering
matrix element, |〈f |FT |i〉|, through the so-called  and “WF” factors labeled in Eq. (35). We
now discuss the preferred direction singled out by each one of these two elements together with
the Earth motion.
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FIG. 6. Left: Value of the kinematic factor g(q,∆E) (normalized to its average value) for different
values of q · ve and a fixed value of |q|. Right: kinematic factor g(q,∆E) for different values of |q|
and q · ve. The dashed line indicates the value of |q| assumed in the left panel.
1. Anisotropies in Kinematics
The kinematics of the scattering is sensitive to anisotropies in the Fermi velocity due to the
rescaled momenta k˜ and q˜ that appear in ∆Ek,k′ . From Eq. (28) we can see that, for a given k,
the energy transfer is minimized when q is aligned with the smallest component of the Fermi
velocity. Therefore, when q points in this direction, a larger fraction of momenta in the BZ is
kinematically allowed, so that the rate is maximized (as shown in the central panel of Fig. 5).
2. Anisotropies in the Matrix Element
The scattering matrix element is sensitive to anisotropies in both the band structure and
the dielectric tensor. To understand the modulation induced by the matrix element it is useful
to deconstruct the impact on the matrix element in terms of the  and WF factors defined in
Eq. (35).
Crystal anisotropies enter in the -factor thorough the tensorial structure of . Namely, the
-factor is maximized when q points in the direction of the smallest component of the dielectric
tensor (as shown in the left panel of Fig. 5).
The WF-factor is sensitive to anisotropies in the band structure of the crystal through the
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rescaled momentum transfer q˜. The WF-factor grows by increasing the angle between q˜ and
q˜+k˜. This angle is non-zero when q˜ gives a sizable contribution to the sum q˜+k˜. The fraction of
the kinematically allowed q that satisfies this requirement grows when the momentum transfer
is aligned with the largest component of the Fermi velocity, given that this maximized the
rescaled momenta q˜. The WF-factor is maximized (minimized) when the momentum transfer
points along the direction with the highest (smallest) Fermi velocity, as shown in the right panel
of Fig. 5.
3. Earth motion
The Earth’s motion picks out a preferred direction for q through the minimum velocity, v−,
appearing in the velocity phase space integral Eq. (32). A smaller minimum velocity corre-
sponds to a larger available phase space, and hence a larger g(q,∆Ek,k′) and a larger rate. As
shown in Fig. 6, this function is maximized when q is antiparallel to ve(t).
We now have all the ingredients to understand the daily modulation shown in Fig. 4. Be-
cause of the large anisotropies in the -factor (see Fig. 5), the rate is dominated by momentum
transfers along the y-direction, corresponding to the smallest component of the dielectric ten-
sor. Therefore, the average value of the scattering rate is approximately given by fixing q ‖ yˆ
in the integrand of Eq. (34). A daily modulation around this average value is induced by the
rotation of the Earth via the kinetic term. This term reaches is maximum when the Earth
velocity is antiparallel to q (see Fig. 6). Because of this, the scattering rate is maximized at
t = 1/2 day, when the Earth velocity is aligned with the y-axes.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Dirac materials, due to their small band gap, are promising targets to look for scatterings
and absorption of light dark matter. In this work we discussed how crystal anisotropies can
give rise to a daily modulation of the DM interaction rate with a Dirac material.
To this end, we generalized the discussion of Ref. [35] to accurately take into account
anisotropies of the crystal structure, which induce a mixing of the longitudinal and trans-
verse dark photon polarizations during their propagation in the media. We then applied these
results to the specific case of the Dirac material ZrTe5 finding no modulation for the absorption
signal and a daily modulation of O(1) for the scattering signal (see Fig. 4). In Fig. 2 (Fig. 3 )
we also provide new projected reach for the absorption (scattering) signal, which is one (two)
orders of magnitude weaker in comparison to Refs. [35] and [46]. This discrepancy, as discussed
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in Appendix C, is due to an incorrect prescription for incorporating the dielectric tensor, which
underestimated the impact of in-medium screening.
Since, for the scattering signal, the shape of the modulation depends on the orientation of
the crystal with respect to the dark matter wind, modulation effects can be used to validate any
putative dark matter signal simply by changing the orientation of the crystal and observing
a change in the shape of the modulation. Moreover, since the amplitude of the modulation
depends on the DM mass, a definitive observation of the modulation could be used to infer the
value of the DM mass.
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Appendix A: In medium polarization tensor
The in-medium vacuum polarization tensor can be related to the optical response of the
medium by using the two following relations [50]:2
Jµ = −ΠµνAν (A1)
J i = σijE
j (A2)
where σij = iω(δij − ij) is the conductivity tensor. Specifically, using eq.(A2) and taking the
spatial component of eq.(A1) we get:
Ji = −ΠijAj − Πi0A0
Ji = σijE
j = σij (iωA
j − iqjA0)
(A3)
where in the second equation we have used the Maxwell equation Ej = iωAj − iqjA0. From
this we see that
Πij = −iωσij (A4)
Πi0 = iσijq
j . (A5)
2 To be precise the relation between J and Π is given by Jµ = −RµνAν and the imaginary part of R and Π
have a different sign when ω is negative. This does not seems to be ever important for us.
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While from Eq. (A2), together with current conservation ∂µJµ = 0 and Maxwell equation




~q · σ · ~q . (A6)
Appendix B: Dielectric tensor












2pi δ(En′k − Enk − ω)|f[nk→n′k+q eˆi]|2 , (B1)
where eˆi are the unit vectors for the three cartesian components, and the sum runs over the
energy levels. The energy conserving delta ensures that for small ω (i.e., ω . vFΛ ∼ eV) only
transition between the valence (n = −) and conduction (n′ = +) band near the Dirac point
will contribute. The form factor |f[nk→n′k′]|2 for these low energy transitions can be computed











where, as in the main text, k˜ = (vFxkx, vFyky, vFzkz). Plugging this expression in Eq. (B1) we
are able to compute the imaginary part of the dielectric tensor for low energy deposition (i.e.,
ω . vFΛ ∼ eV).
The real and imaginary part of the dielectric are related by the Kramers-Kronig relation:







ω′2 − ω2 dω
′ (B3)
where P denotes the principal part value. From this relation it is clear that the real part of
the dielectric, even for small values of ω, receives contributions also from transitions between
states far away from the Dirac point. For these transitions the analytic expression of the form
factor given in Eq. (B2) is no longer accurate and we have to resort to a density functional
perturbation theory calculation. The result, that we will use as an input for our calculations,
is shown in Table I.
Appendix C: Comparison with previous results
In this appendix we highlight the reasons behind the discrepancy between our results and
the ones presented in references [35] and [46].
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In these two works the dielectric was computed analytically exploiting the analogy between
QED and low energy electronic excitations of Dirac materials (see Eq. (B.3) in [35], and Eq.
(3.5) and (3.6) in [46]).3 The analytic expression for the dielectric obtained is









































with Λ˜ ≡ Λ×max (vF,x, vF,y, vF,z) and q˜ = (vFxqx, vFyqy, vFzqz).
This analytic expression fails to reproduce the needed form of the real and imaginary parts of
the dielectric that enters into both scattering and absorption rates. First, we note that Eq. (C2)
only includes the contribution from states near the Dirac point. This does not encompass most
of the contribution to photon screening, which is dominated by electron states far from the Dirac
cone. Thus for the real part of the dielectric used in calculating both absorption and scattering
rates, we must employ instead the values computed from Density Functional Theory (DFT),
shown in Table I. Second, the Lindhard formula Eq. (B1) encodes the relevant information of
the imaginary part of the dielectric needed, in particular, for absorption rates; the imaginary
part of Eq. (C1), however, reproduces the Lindhard formula only in the limit that κii → 1. We
verified this prescription by comparison with DFT results.4 These two important differences
summarize the changes in comparison to Refs. [35] and [46], where the absorption and scattering
rates computed here differ by at least an order of magnitude in comparison to previous results.
A procedure, akin to a renormalization and matching scheme, that manages to encapsulate
the contribution of the high energy excitations in Eq. (C1) with κii → 1, and gives qualitatively
the same results of the procedure used in the main text is the following. The difference between
the polarization tensor measured at two different energy scales (within the region of validity of










∆2 − q˜20x(1− x)
∆2 − q˜2x(1− x)
)]
, (C3)
3 The polarization tensor computed in Eq. (3.5) and (3.6) of [46] can be related to the dielectric tensor by
using Eq. (A4)
4 We thank Hsiao-Yi Chen and Marco Bernardi for this comparison and for collaboration on future work.
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by computing (0, 0) from DFT we can extract the value of Π(0) ' (0, 0)/v2F and write





dx x(1− x) ln


















The real part of Π(q˜2) turns out to be dominated by Π(0), suggesting that the main contribution
to the dielectric comes from electron states far from the Dirac cone. Moreover, this justifies the
assumption made in the main text, i.e. (ω,q) ' (0, 0). By contrast, since Π(0) is real, the
imaginary part of Eq. (C4) is the same of Eq. (C2).
Finally, the anisotropic dielectric tensor derived in Appendix B of Ref. [35] carries a q˜2-
dependence which would lead to a daily modulation for the absorption rate. As already pointed
out by Ref. [46], the q˜2 dependence in Eq. (B.3) of Ref. [35] derives from an erroneous gen-
eralization of the isotropic dielectric; the correct expression replaces q˜2 → q2 in Eq. (B.3) of
Ref. [35] and implies no daily modulation rate for absorption.
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